
 
 

What this research is about 

Many research studies in the gambling field rely on self-

reported data. However, past research has found that 

gamblers tend to report their gambling losses 

inaccurately. Some gamblers may overestimate their 

losses. Other gamblers may underestimate their losses. 

Behavioural tracking data from casinos and online 

gambling sites can provide more objective estimate of 

how much money a gambler has spent. To date, only one 

study has compared self-reported losses and actual 

losses. The present study compared self-reported 

gambling data (i.e., money gamblers claimed they had 

spent gambling) to objective data (i.e., actual money 

spent gambling) from the same individuals. 

What the researcher did 

The researchers asked online gamblers from the 

Norwegian online gambling site, Norsk Tipping, to 

participate in an online survey. Gamblers must have 

played at least one online casino game in May of 2015. 

One survey item asked gamblers to estimate their overall 

loss or win during a one-month period prior to doing the 

survey. Overall, 1335 online gamblers answered this 

question.  

All Norsk Tipping gamblers must have a player card. The 

player card tracks all games played and amount of 

money spent (both online and offline). Thus, expenses on 

online and offline games were known for the 1335 

players who reported an estimate for how much they 

had won or lost. 

What the researcher found 

Gamblers who self-reported their losses or wins during 

the one-month period were different from gamblers 

who did not answer the question. They had gambled 

with Norsk Tipping for longer time. They were also older 

and less likely to be female compared to those who did 

not answer the question. 

To some extent, most gamblers could estimate whether 

they had won or lost overall during the month. Gamblers 

who reported large losses tended to have lost more, and 

gamblers who reported small losses also had lost less. 

However, gamblers who had spent more money 

gambling were less accurate in their estimates compared 

to gamblers who had spent less.  

Gamblers who played high event frequency games (e.g., 

casino-type games) were less accurate in estimating their 

losses than gamblers who played low event frequency 

games (e.g., lotteries). Lottery gamblers were most 

accurate in estimating how much they had spent 

gambling. Casino gamblers were more likely to 

underestimate their losses. Gamblers who said they 

were aware of their gambling did not estimate their 

losses more accurately than gamblers who claimed to be 

What you need to know 

The present study evaluated the differences between 

gamblers’ self-reported and actual money spent 

gambling over a 1-month period. Gamblers who had 

spent more money gambling were less accurate in 

estimating their losses than gamblers who had spent 

less. Also, gamblers who played casino-type games 

were less accurate in estimating their losses than 

gamblers who played lotteries. Casino gamblers were 

more likely to underestimate their losses. Gamblers 

who claimed to be aware of their gambling did not 

estimate their losses more accurately than gamblers 

who claimed to be not aware. 

Do online gamblers know the actual amount 

of money they lose? 
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not aware. Age and gender were not related to gamblers’ 

ability to accurately estimate their gambling losses. 

How you can use this research 

Gambling researchers should use caution when using 

self-reported data to determine the amount of money 

spent gambling. Clinicians and treatment providers 

should also be aware that their clients’ estimates of how 

much they have spent gambling may not be accurate. 

Especially, they should pay attention to clients with 

higher losses and those engage in casino-type games. 
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Gambling Research Exchange Ontario (GREO) 

Gambling Research Exchange Ontario (GREO) has 

partnered with the Knowledge Mobilization Unit at York 

University to produce Research Snapshots. GREO is an 

independent knowledge translation and exchange 

organization that aims to eliminate harm from gambling. 

Our goal is to support evidence-informed decision making 

in responsible gambling policies, standards and practices. 

The work we do is intended for researchers, policy makers, 

gambling regulators and operators, and treatment and 

prevention service providers.   

Learn more about GREO by visiting greo.ca or emailing 

info@greo.ca. 


